An update on the pathobiological relevance of nuclear receptors for cancers of the head and neck.
Cancers of the head and neck are among the most common neoplasms worldwide, characterized by local tumor aggressiveness, high rate of early recurrence, development of metastasis and second primary tumors. Although disease management of head and neck cancer has improved significantly, overall survival-rates remained largely unchanged over the last decades. Thus, in addition to modern chemo-radiation treatment strategies combined with sophisticated surgery, there is still a need for molecular markers and key regulatory factors exploitable for chemoprevention and targeted therapies. A critical event in carcinogenesis is the uncontrolled modulation of genetic programs, mediated by deregulated signaling cascades, together with downstream transcriptional modulators. Hence, nuclear receptors, belonging to a superfamily of transcription factors implicated in a broad spectrum of physiological and pathophysiological processes, have also been associated with HNC. Enhanced expression of several nuclear receptors has been shown in head and neck cancer cells, and strategies targeting these molecules have been developed and tested in the clinics. In particular, the effects of retinoids targeting nuclear receptors of the thyroid hormone receptor-like receptor subfamily have been vigorously examined in large clinical chemoprevention trials. This review seeks to provide a general overview of nuclear receptors' molecular functions and summarizes their prognostic/therapeutic relevance, as well as the (pre)clinical studies targeting nuclear receptors in HNC.